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INTRODUCTION

Starting in the late 1970s, China began a dramatic transformation of its labor system from one of guaranteed employment to one based on contract labor. In response to this ongoing process of systematic change and the emergence of an enormous population of new laborers, China has found itself in the challenging position of structuring an employment system that spurs economic growth without sacrificing employee rights and benefits. To address this issue, China has implemented a wave of employment regulations aimed at guaranteeing certain basic rights for workers. Starting with the Labor Law of 1995, the Labor Contract Law of 2008 (“LCL”), the 2013 Amendments to the Labor Contract Law, and the proposed Draft Labor Dispatch Regulations, China has created a substantial

---

foundation of mandated employment rights for Chinese workers.\textsuperscript{7}

However, while the numerous adjustments to the labor contract system have dramatically increased employee rights, they have failed at enforcing such rights and ensuring these workers access to legal remedy. Due to both a lack of knowledge\textsuperscript{8} and insufficient funds to spend on legal counsel, Chinese workers are often unaware or unable to access their statutory rights.\textsuperscript{9} Therefore, a more prudent approach to the problems of Chinese workers would be to create programs to publicize employee rights and pass legislation that incentivizes Chinese attorneys to take LCL violation cases at little or no cost to the workers.

To achieve these goals and provide adequate legal remedy to the Chinese workforce, China should implement both a modified attorney fee-shifting program that emphasizes merit-based awards as well as a poster notification system to increase knowledge of employment rights. The combination of these minor adjustments to China’s labor contract system will increase employee knowledge of their statutory rights and create a powerful financial motivation for Chinese lawyers to represent employee plaintiffs.

This Note will address the development of the labor contract system in China as it transformed from a plan-based system to one built around labor contracts and will advocate for legislative changes to better ensure workers’ access to their statutory rights. Part I will address the history of the labor contract system as well as the current problems faced by many Chinese laborers. Part II will provide background on the concept of attorney fee shifting, its use in American Civil Rights cases, and some of the problems the system has created for municipalities. Finally, Part III will suggest a modified version of attorney fee shifting and a poster notification system for use in China,


which will provide laborers with knowledge and access to the employment rights elicited in the Labor Contract Law as well as avoid some of the major burdens attorney fee shifting has created in the United States.

I. BACKGROUND

a. The Iron Rice Bowl: China’s Plan-Based Economic Model

In October 1949, the People’s Republic of China (“PRC”) inherited a nation decimated by years of war and civil strife. The repercussions of the Second Sino-Japanese War, followed by the Chinese Civil War, had left China in a dire economic state and provided the newly established communist government with substantial obstacles. As the PRC came into power, over 4.7 million people in urban areas were unemployed. Furthermore, inflation resulting from the Chinese government’s overproduction of currency led to heightened prices and threw many rural families into severe poverty.

In an attempt to maintain social stability and build a successful economic system out of rubble, the PRC followed the footsteps of the Soviet Union and implemented a “plan-based” economic system. Through this system, the PRC combined expansive state ownership of industry with central control over prices and production. The purpose of such a centralized plan
was to “raise domestic saving . . . by extracting resources from the rural sector, and . . . channel[ing] these funds toward industrial growth.” 17 However, to achieve such a goal, China needed to increase employment in both urban and rural areas of the country. 18 To this end, the PRC began a program of “government . . . job assignment through labor and education bureaus” in order to fill vacancies in state-owned enterprises and curb the massive unemployment rates throughout the urban sector. 19

This system of employment soon became known as the “iron rice bowl,” 20 by which the government provided life-long employment and benefits for those assigned state-run positions. 21 Because these state-run positions remained solely in urban areas and were restricted to urban residents, 22 the PRC subsequently limited urban migration from rural areas of China through the Household Registration Regulations of 1958. 23

The PRC used these laws to divide the population of China into two groups, urban and rural, based on a person’s hometown at the time of the law’s implementation. 24 Mobility between the two groups was highly uncommon and extremely

resources] by central planners rather than by forces of supply and demand.” 17. BRANDT & RAWSKI, supra note 2, at 4. Furthermore, China emphasized state industry development and focused on the expansion of heavy industry at the sacrifice of agricultural development. See id.
18. See Leung, supra note 1, at 2.
19. See id.
20. See Jia Ching Chen, From the Iron Rice Bowl to the Steel Cafeteria Tray, in FACTORY TOWNS IN SOUTH CHINA 45 (Stefan Al ed., 2012), available at http://www.academia.edu/1897603/_From_the_Iron_Rice_Bowl_to_the_Steel_Cafeteria-Tray_in_Factory_Towns_in_South_China_editor_by_S._Al_2012_Hong_Kong_Hong_Kong_University_Press.
21. See id.; Fei, supra note 16. Fear that private organizations would be unwilling to reinvest profits in future government programs eventually led to the nationalization of private banking and industrial enterprises. With these enormous enterprises under state control and a government policy emphasizing industrial development, the number of “government jobs” expanded greatly. Id.
22. See Leung, supra note 1, at 2.
23. Id. ; Kam Wing Chan, Registration System and Migrant Labor in China: Notes on a Debate, 36 POPULATION & DEV. REV. 357, 357-58 (2010).
difficult. Because only urban residents were entitled to government job assignment and its life-long employment guarantee, the PRC used the housing registration system to avoid a complete abandonment of the rural sector.

The results of the PRC’s plan-based economic system were dramatic in the sectors affected but, overall, failed to utilize the true potential of the Chinese workforce. The PRC’s economic model achieved moderate progress in the creation of human capital and the introduction of new industries. Specifically, mortality among both children and new mothers declined, school attendance and academic achievement of students increased, and new vehicle manufacturers and power plant industries began to develop. However, these achievements were overshadowed by the tremendous failure to properly utilize China’s massive working class. A prime example of the inefficiency and redundancy that plagued the PRC’s system was the man-made famine of 1959, which killed over thirty million Chinese people. Furthermore, the industries develop-

25. Chan, supra note 23, at 358 (“Hukou conversion, referring to change from the rural to the urban category, was tightly controlled and permitted only under very limited conditions, usually when needed for the state’s industrialization objectives.”).
27. See id.; Chan, supra note 23, at 358 (arguing that the registration system was intended to prevent “undesirable’ rural-to-urban migratory flows”).
28. See BRANDT & RAWSKI, supra note 2, at 5.
29. See Fei, supra note 16, at 33.
30. See BRANDT & RAWSKI, supra note 2, at 5.
31. See Fei, supra note 16, at 25.
32. See BRANDT & RAWSKI, supra note 2, at 5.
33. See id. at 5-6.
34. See Fei, supra note 16, at 38-39. The Planned Economic System suffered primarily from two forms of inefficiency: allocative inefficiency and x-inefficiency. First, “because prices were determined in an administrative way instead of by the forces of supply and demand,” consumer preferences had no influence on production. Id. at 38. Second, with infinite funds generated by the state, and specific production requirements, State-Owned Enterprises (“SOEs”) had no fear of suffering a loss and would receive no reward for making a profit. Therefore, the SOEs held no incentive to maintain an efficient business structure. Id.
35. See BRANDT & RAWSKI, supra note 2, at 5; see Vaclav Smil, China’s Great Famine: 40 Years Later, 319 BRIT. MED. J. 1619 (1999), available at http://www.bmj.com/content/319/7225/1619 (identifying one of the key origins of the famine as Mao Zedong’s decision to focus state-run business efforts
oped under the system were plagued with overemployment, lack of innovation, and low labor morale.\textsuperscript{36} The PRC system's deficiencies were exacerbated by the PRC's almost isolationist approach to the world economy,\textsuperscript{37} which removed Chinese firms from the motivation of international competition and left them with the excessive costs of inefficient labor.\textsuperscript{38} The PRC's economic plan had faltered and left the Chinese people, once again, in need of change.


After the death of the first Chairman of the PRC, Mao Zedong, in 1976,\textsuperscript{39} it became widely accepted that a systematic change of China's economy was necessary.\textsuperscript{40} In an attempt to "restore the link between effort and reward" and jumpstart the stagnant and unmotivated Chinese workforce, China began to experiment with a labor contract system for small sectors of state-run enterprises and at the same time increased the nation's presence within the international market.\textsuperscript{41} Beginning in 1978, labor contracts "were first tried out on joint ventures in Shenzhen and were given statutory recognition by the Provi-
sions for Labor Management in Sino-Foreign Joint Ventures of 1980.”

The success of these labor contract programs and the expansion into the international economy led to further implementation throughout the coastal regions of China and eventually a national presence in the Labor Law of 1995. The Labor Law of 1995 was used to nationalize the labor contract approach and end the lingering socialist distinction between state-owned enterprises (“SOEs”) and foreign-invested enterprises (“FIEs”).

The Labor Law of 1995 implemented contract law principles to all SOEs and FIEs demanding that all employers form labor contracts with their employees that explicitly spell out terms and conditions for employment and termination. The Labor Law of 1995 was an innovative attempt to both motivate the Chinese workforce and guarantee certain employee rights. The law emphasized new protections prohibiting discrimination and child labor, and guaranteed equal pay for equal work. Additionally, labor contracts were required to contain descriptions of work duties, duration of employment, and grounds for termination. The Labor Law of 1995 achieved great progress in improving employment mobility, which greatly decreased the redundant and inefficient use of human capital. Furthermore, through defining rights and obligations within the employee-employer relationship, the Labor Law of 1995 succeeded in pinning down these responsibilities and sta-

42. Leung, supra note 1, at 2. Early labor contract requirements can be found in the Equity Joint Venture Law of 1979 and the Cooperative Joint Venture Law of 1988, which held identical requirements that “the employment, dismissal, remuneration, welfare, labor protection and labor insurance of the staff members and workers of an equity joint venture shall be specified in contracts.” Id. at 3.
43. See id. at 2-3.
44. See id. at 3. Prior to the Labor Law, SOEs, as distinct from foreign-invested enterprises (“FIEs”), retained much of the socialist ideology concerning lifetime job security, benefits, and assigned job placement. Even as narrower legislation in 1986 attempted to provide greater autonomy to SOE employees, as of 1993, only a quarter of all SOE employees held labor contracts. Id.
45. See id.
46. See id. at 3-4.
47. Id. at 6.
48. See id. at 3.
49. Id. at 2-4.
bilizing a chaotic system where employment conditions were often arbitrary.50

Despite the progressive steps the Chinese government took through implementing the Labor Law of 1995, the resulting privatization of many previously state-owned businesses and the abandonment of the job assignment programs led to a high unemployment rate, particularly among migrant workers.51 By 2006, over 160 million workers had flooded from rural to urban areas in search of work, but without urban residential status, these workers were often treated as second-class citizens and discriminated against by employers.52 In the same year, studies conducted by the Economic Intelligence Unit found that over 70% of migrant workers were employed unlawfully without contracts.53 When contracts were signed, employers often utilized the availability of short-term contracts to prioritize enterprise flexibility over the development of their employees.54 Employers began hiring employees for numerous short-term contracts in order to avoid labor costs associated with long-term employment.55 Despite the government’s intention to bring about stable, long-term contract positions, many employers provided contracts lasting for less than two years.56 In order to adjust the Labor Law of 1995 to better deal with the modern issues facing Chinese employees, particularly migrant workers and fixed-employment contract employees, China enacted the Labor Contract Law of 2008.57

c. The Labor Contract Law of 2008

The Labor Contract Law of 2008 reiterated that all working relationships required written contracts.58 The LCL heightened employment costs and increased penalties for employers that were caught hiring employees without written contracts.59

50. Id. at 3-5.
51. See id. at 7.
52. Id.
54. See Leung, supra note 1, at 6.
55. See id.
56. Id.
57. See id. at 8.
58. Labor Contract Law, supra note 4, art. 10.
59. See id.
Most notably, if an employer delayed writing a new employee’s contract for too long, the LCL mandated that this employee would automatically receive an open-ended contract.\textsuperscript{60}

Similar to the Labor Law of 1995, the LCL mandated that all employees be classified as either fixed-term or open-ended contract employees, but the LCL went a step further and contained new provisions to curb improper reliance on short-term contracts. Article 14 of the LCL specified the situations in which a fixed or short-term contract employee could automatically obtain an open-ended contract.\textsuperscript{61} This substantial extension of the labor contract regulations was meant to limit the use of fixed-term contracts and encourage the use of long-term and open contracts.\textsuperscript{62}

\textsuperscript{60} See KONTAKOS, \textit{supra} note 53, at 37.

\textsuperscript{61} \textit{Id.} at 34. Article 14 of the LCL automatically transforms an employee’s fixed-term contract into an open-ended contract when certain criteria are met. Specifically, a fixed-term contract will become open-ended when an employee wishes to renew or adjust the terms of a contract at the end of its term, the employer fails to request the new contract be of a fixed-term, and any of the following requirements are met.

1. The employee has been working for the Employer for ten (10) consecutive years;
2. When the Employer first introduces the labor contract system or the state-owned enterprise that employs him re-concludes its labor contracts as of restructuring, the employee has been working for the Employer for ten (10) consecutive years and is less than 10 years away from his legal retirement age; or
3. Where a labor contract was concluded as a fixed-term labor contract on two consecutive occasions and the employee, in the absence of any of the circumstances stipulated in Article 39 and items (1) and (2) of Article 40 of this law, renews such contract.

If an Employer fails to conclude a written labor contract with an employee within one (1) year from the date the employee commences work, they shall be deemed to have entered into an open-ended labor contract.

\textsuperscript{62} See Leung, \textit{supra} note 1, at 8; Kungang Li, \textit{Practice and Problems: The Fixed-Term Employment Contract in China, in Regulation of Fixed-Term Employment Contracts: A Comparative Overview} 127, 136 (Roger Blanpain, Hiroya Nakakubo & Takashi Araki eds., 2010). The expansive use of fixed-term employment in China has led to a number of labor issues for Chinese workers. See Leung, \textit{supra} note 1, at 6. First, the scarcity of employment and the abundance of human resources in China have discouraged workers from reporting substantial employment rights violations. Li, \textit{supra},
Additionally, the LCL clarified parts of the Labor Law of 1995 concerning termination procedures, severance, and the use of dispatch workers. The LCL placed heightened regulations on how employers could terminate fixed-contract employees. As opposed to the unilateral “at-will” approach of the Labor Law of 1995, the LCL limited employee termination to two situations: termination for cause and termination as part of a “mass-layoff.”

Furthermore, the LCL attempted to maintain some of the benefits of the “iron rice bowl” system through the use of almost guaranteed severance. The LCL required employers to pay severance to an employee if a fixed contract expired and the employer failed to renew the contract, except where the employer had offered to renew employment under equal or better terms and the employee refused. Further details are elicited in the LCL concerning when severance must be paid, but it is fair to say that in almost all foreseeable termination scenarios, severance would result. The amount of severance to be paid is “set at one month’s salary for each year of employment, up to a maximum of twelve years.”

To ensure that employers could not circumvent the LCL by hiring workers through a third-party employment agency in order to avoid the use of direct employment contracts, the LCL also included provisions concerning the use of dispatch workers, or employees hired by a dispatch agency but contracted to

---

at 129. Fear that their employer would not renew their employment contract coupled with the expense of legal representation has led many workers to simply abide pervasive employee rights abuses. Leung, supra note 1, at 6. Second, without a promise of long-term employment, the Chinese workforce has become increasingly mobile. Id. at 5. This enhanced mobility and high employee transfer rate has made employers reluctant to invest in and train their workers, limiting their employees’ professional growth. Id.

63. See KONTAKOS, supra note 53. Labor dispatch workers are temporary staff that are hired and officially contracted by a dispatch agency. They are then sent to various third-party “host employers” to work. Dexter Roberts, Why China’s Factories Are Turning to Temp Workers, BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK (Mar. 8, 2012), http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-03-08/why-chinas-factories-are-turning-to-temp-workers.

64. See KONTAKOS, supra note 53, at 35.

65. Id.

66. Id.

67. See id. at 39.

68. Id.
work for a separate “host” employer. First, to make sure foreign companies did not rely on foreign employment agencies, the LCL required all foreign company representatives to use dispatch agencies in China to hire any PRC nationals. Second, the LCL encouraged employers to hire employees directly by describing dispatch employee positions as supplementary, replacement, or temporary. Third, the LCL required dispatch agencies and dispatch employees to use, at a minimum, two-year employment agreements. Procedures for termination of dispatch employees were also greatly limited, and should an employee be terminated prior to the end of the employee’s contract, the dispatch agency was required to pay the employee minimum wage for the remaining term of the contract.

Finally, in an attempt to ease access to legal remedy, Article 30 of the LCL allowed all workers to “sue directly in court for unpaid wages without first going through [the previously required] labor arbitration process.” Article 94 of the LCL also clarified that host employers were jointly and severally liable for violations performed by a contracting agency or dispatch employer.

While the Labor Contract Law of 2008 made substantial progress in terms of declaring certain contractual obligations and employee rights, the implementation and enforcement of such rights has not been as profound. Although studies on the use

---

69. See id. at 37.
71. Labor Contract Law, supra note 4, art. 66.
72. Labor Contract Law, supra note 4, art. 58.
73. See KONTAKOS, supra note 53, at 35.
74. See id. at 37; Labor Contract Law, supra note 4, art. 93.
76. Labor Contract Law, supra note 4, art. 94.
of labor contracts after the implementation of the LCL found an increased number of employees holding some form of a labor contract,78 these contracts are still not as universal as the law demands and often omit provisions required under the LCL.79 Furthermore, interviewed migrant employees have reported that employers often utilize hiring tricks to circumvent the requirements of the LCL.80 Specifically, employers have used “English-language only contracts, blank or covered-over contracts,” divided contracts with half pay in each, and six-day week assignments at 6.7 hours per day in an attempt to avoid potential overtime, wage discrepancies, and other violations of worker’s rights under the LCL.81 Dispatch workers have fared even worse as their suggested “supplemental” use has become increasingly popular. The LCL’s ambiguous language describing the use of dispatch employees and the dire worldwide economic climate during the LCL’s implementation led to excessive reliance on dispatch workers.82 Employers have cited poor economic conditions as justification for layoffs in violation of the LCL and have fired employees simply to rehire them under less favorable contract provisions.83 Despite the enhanced regulations of the LCL, years after its implementation the dispatch system has become “abnormally prosperous,”84 and dispatch

78. See id. at 7; Li, supra note 75, at 12-16.
79. BECKER & ELFSTROM, supra note 77, at 7. Only 60% of surveyed workers had a contract at the time of their interview, and many interviewees complained that the contracts they did have lacked certain required provisions. Id.
80. See id. at 10.
81. Id. A study conducted by China’s Ministry of Public Security reported that in 2005 alone, approximately 87,000 public protests occurred, many of them involving migrant workers, resulting from “unpaid wages, lost land rights and working conditions.” KONTAKOS, supra note 53, at 34.
83. Id.
84. Id. As of 2010, data obtained by the All-China Federation of Trade Unions showed that the number of domestic labor dispatch workers had reached sixty million, approximately 20% of all domestic workers in China. Id.
employees have consistently received diminished wages and less-protected health and safety rights.85

Host employers often rely on workers not understanding the full breadth of their statutory rights under the LCL and use the dispatch agency as a buffer to excuse illegal actions such as docking wages, benefits, and severance pay.86 Some employers have even begun to exploit potential employees by charging “security deposits” to begin work or charging fees for incidents of company “insubordination.” 87 Additionally, China’s newfound presence within the international economy spurred a sudden burst of foreign investment and industrial growth.88 Tied to this foreign investment in China is the challenge of international competition, making the prospect of skirting heightened labor costs appealing to both state- and foreign-

85. See Yu, supra note 5; Jennifer Cheung, Workers at State-Owned Oil Company Step Up Demand for Equal Pay for Equal Work, CHINA LABOUR BULL. (Jan. 21, 2013), http://www.clb.org.hk/en/content/workers-state-owned-oil-company-step-demand-equal-pay-equal-work. One study of 600 auxiliary workers at a state-owned oil company in Shaanxi, conducted during a protest, asserted that their monthly pay was only 2000 yuan, compared with the monthly pay of 5000 yuan for the few remaining formal employees. Id.

86. See Rights of 60 Million Labor Dispatch Workers Hard to Protect, supra note 82; BECKER & ELFSTROM, supra note 77, at 16. Although Article 94 of the LCL holds host employers jointly liable for the violations of the LCL committed by contracted dispatch agencies, the true appeal for host employers lies simply in remaining one step removed from the rights employees are guaranteed by law. See Roberts, supra note 63. Host employers are not directly responsible for paying dispatch workers’ social security installments, workers compensation, or even severance pay. Erin Wigger & Peter Schnall, The Role of Dispatched Labor in the Exploitation of Chinese Workers, UNHEALTHY WORK (Aug. 18, 2012), http://unhealthyworkblog.blogspot.com/2012/08/the-role-of-dispatched-labor-in.html. Rather, to access these benefits, dispatch workers must first reach out to the dispatch agency that hired them, with whom many have had little or no contact with since they began their employment. CHINA LABOR WATCH, BEYOND FOXCONN: DEPLORABLE WORKING CONDITIONS CHARACTERIZE APPLE’S ENTIRE SUPPLY CHAIN 17 (2012). Furthermore, workers are often completely unaware of the option of legal remedy against either the dispatch agency or their host employer and simply accept their losses and once again begin the search for work. Id. (“Most workers do not know where their dispatch company is located or even the company’s name. With little understanding of the law, most workers will just think they have lost their job and will not go through the trouble of demanding their rights.”).

87. Id.

88. See BRANDT & RAWSKI, supra note 2, at 12-13.
owned companies. Too often these companies found one of the primary means of cutting labor costs was the abuse of dispatch workers, an issue China realized was in dire need of resolution.89

d. Addressing the “Dispatch” Issue: The Amended Labor Contract Law of 2013

In response to the increasing reliance on and abuse of dispatch workers, the PRC amended four sections of the 2008 LCL with the Amended PRC Labor Contract Law of 2013 (“2013 Amendments”).90 The essence of these amendments was a push by the Chinese government to make direct hiring the primary means of employment in China.91 The four 2013 Amendments came into effect on July 1, 2013, and address principle concerns with the hope to both curtail the rampant abuse of the dispatch system and clarify when hiring dispatch workers is appropriate.

First, the 2013 Amendments modify Article 57 of the LCL, specifically to require labor dispatch agencies to have an “appropriate fixed place of business” and a “minimum registered capital” of 2,000,000 RMB.92 The basic thrust of this change makes bringing suit against a dispatch agency easier to accomplish. With a fixed business location and substantial registered capital, dispatch agencies will have more funds for workers to collect should their rights be violated.93 Second, Article 63’s requirement of equal pay for equal work was enhanced to require host companies, in addition to dispatch agencies, to implement the same payment allocation for both dispatch and direct-hire employees.94 Third, Article 66 was revised to state “labor dispatch employment can ‘only’ be adopted for temporary, auxilia-

89. See id. at 13; see Rights of 60 Million Labor Dispatch Workers Hard to Protect, supra note 82.
90. See Yu, supra note 5.
91. Id.
92. BRYAN CAVE LLP, supra note 70, at 2.
94. BRYAN CAVE LLP, supra note 70, at 2.
Furthermore, the terms were defined as follows:

Temporary: positions that will exist for no more than six months;

Auxiliary: positions that are not the core-business-related positions in the company. Most government labor officials take the view that non-core-business-related positions comprise cafeteria workers, security guards, cleaning staff, receptionists etc.;

Substitute: positions that must be temporarily filled when an employee is on full-time study or long-term leave (e.g., maternity).

Article 66 was also revised to implement a “to-be-determined” maximum percentage of dispatch workers in relation to all workers that could be hired by an employer. Finally, Article 92 was amended to require businesses caught engaging in labor dispatch services without a license to not only forfeit illegal gains, but also to face fines of up to five times their illegal gains. Article 92 also increased the fine to 10,000 RMB per worker for labor dispatch agencies and host employers that violate the LCL and do not fix the problem within a predetermined period.

Clearly, if properly enforced, the 2013 Amendments to the LCL would make the use of labor dispatch workers less appealing for host employers. The dramatic change in required registered capital, from 500,000 RMB to 2 million RMB, will drive many of the smaller enterprises out of business and, in turn, drive up costs for host employers still using the dispatch system. Additionally, the restriction to “temporary, auxiliary, or substitute” positions will likely prevent many of the positions

95. Id.
97. See BRYAN CAVE LLP, supra note 70, at 2.
98. Id.
99. Id.
100. See Ding & Cai, supra note 93.
101. See id.
previously held by dispatch workers from legally qualifying as appropriate for dispatch employment.\footnote{102}

Furthermore, in order to clarify any ambiguity surrounding the adjustments made to Article 66, on August 7, 2013, the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security issued a request for public comments on a draft adjustment of the labor dispatch section of the 2013 Amendments.\footnote{103} These Draft Labor Dispatch Regulations (“Draft Regulations”), while not yet enacted as law, would further restrict the use of dispatch workers.\footnote{104} Primarily, the Draft Regulations suggest two distinct changes to the LCL as amended by the 2013 Amendments: First, it would require host employers to clearly lay out what positions within their office qualify as auxiliary positions.\footnote{105} This list of auxiliary positions would be reviewable by the host employer’s labor union or employee representative and publicized to all employees.\footnote{106} Additionally, the maximum amount of auxiliary positions would be set at 10% of the combined direct-hire employees and current dispatched auxiliary workers, not including any temporary or substitute positions.\footnote{107} Second, the Draft Regulations clarify a host employer’s status as equally liable as the dispatch-employer.\footnote{108} Similar to Article 94, this draft regulation serves to eliminate the ability of host employers to avoid liability for LCL violations committed by contracted dispatch agencies. Although not yet enacted as law, when viewed as a whole, the Draft Regulations suggest that China is continuing its legislative push to eliminate reliance on dispatch employees by greatly limiting their legitimate use.

e. The Persistent Problem of Enforcement

Although labor rights of Chinese workers have increased dramatically through the use of the Labor Law of 1995, the La-

\footnote{102. See id.}
\footnote{104. Wilson, \textit{supra} note 6.}
\footnote{105. See id.}
\footnote{106. Id.}
\footnote{107. Id.}
\footnote{108. See id.}
bor Contract Law of 2008, the 2013 Amendments to the Labor Contract Law, and potentially the 2013 Draft Regulations, a persistent problem for Chinese laborers is the poor enforcement of the law. As of 2010, three years after the approval of the LCL, one study found that out of employees interviewed, only “sixty percent . . . had a contract at the time of their interview; [and that] 53 percent . . . had contracts before the law went into effect.” As addressed above, many of these individuals felt their contracts omitted key provisions that were required by law. Similarly, dispatch workers, who are most affected by the ineffective execution of the LCL, have even begun to protest the lack of enforcement of Article 63’s equal-pay-for-equal work requirement. Despite the fact that many of these workers perform the same function as direct-hire employees, dispatch workers receive less than half the compensation. Arguably, the primary impediment to Chinese workers, especially dispatch workers, is lack of access to the rights granted to them under Chinese law. Therefore, simply amending the current labor statutes to include further regulations and expanded “rights” for workers will not solve the problem. Rather, through the use of an attorney fee-shifting program for LCL violations and an enhanced notification system of legal rights and remedies, China can give bite to its labor legislation and provide workers with the rights their nation has promised them.

II. WHAT IS AN ATTORNEY FEE-SHIFTING STATUTE?

The basis of an attorney fee-shifting system is that the loser in a bout of litigation is required to pay for the winning party’s attorney fees. The concept is utilized in various fashions across the world and is rooted in two main principles: 1) that defeat in litigation justifies the imposition of legal fees on the losing party, and 2) that the winner in litigation deserves full

109. Liu Xuetan, counsel to the auxiliary workers, has stated, “Although the law prohibits unequal pay for equal work, when it comes to enforcement, that’s a very different story.” Cheung, supra note 85.


111. Id.

112. See Cheung, supra note 85.

113. Id.

compensation, not detracted by attorney fees, to be made fully whole.\textsuperscript{115} The policy incentives inherent to the idea of fee shifting concern the extensive financial burden created by litigation. The imposition of attorney fees upon a losing party acts as a great deterrent to frivolous lawsuits,\textsuperscript{116} eases the backlog of cases for the courts, and makes headway toward fully compensating the winning litigant.\textsuperscript{117}

\textit{a. The Development of Attorney Fee Shifting in America}

Unlike a majority of states, the United States legal system has relied primarily on a system of up-front payment where each party is responsible for their own litigation costs regardless of the outcome.\textsuperscript{118} This American rule seems to have grown not out of policy incentives but rather through a combination of early distrust of the legal profession and legislative refusal to address the issue.\textsuperscript{119} Scholars have argued that a great disdain for attorneys, who were seen as an “unnecessary luxury,” developed within colonial America and continued into the early United States.\textsuperscript{120} This level of distrust and hostility aimed at the legal profession made the concept of court-ordered attorney fees an unpopular subject.\textsuperscript{121} Furthermore, after the Revolutionary War, as American courts began to experiment with the concept of attorney fee shifting, the U.S. Supreme Court remained persistently hostile to acceptance of such a system. In both \textit{Arcambel v. Wiseman} and \textit{Day v. Wood-worth}, some of the earliest Supreme Court cases where attorney fee shifting was raised, the Court refused to legitimize the practice.\textsuperscript{122} Rather, the Court emphasized the “general practice” of American juris-


\textsuperscript{116} See Rowe, \textit{supra} note 114.


\textsuperscript{118} See Root, \textit{supra} note 115, at 585.

\textsuperscript{119} See \textit{Court Awarded Attorney Fees and Equal Access to the Courts, supra} note 117, at 640.

\textsuperscript{120} Id.

\textsuperscript{121} Id.

\textsuperscript{122} Arcambel v. Wiseman, 3 U.S. 306, 306 (1796); Day v. Wood-worth, 54 U.S. 363 (1851) (identifying the early practice of the United States Supreme Court to refuse requests for attorney fees to even a successful litigant).
prudence to deny requests for attorney fees and passed the burden of such determinations to the legislature.\(^{123}\)

However, as American jurisprudence evolved, the strict adherence to the American rule waivered, opening up six main categories of exceptions to the ban on attorney fee shifting.\(^{124}\) Generally, American courts have found exceptions to the ban on attorney fee shifting in cases involving 1) contracts, 2) bad faith, 3) the common fund doctrine, 4) the substantial benefit doctrine, 5) contempt, and 6) fee-shifting statutes.\(^{125}\)

One specific fee-shifting statute that has become extremely prevalent in the United States is the Civil Rights Attorney Fees Award Act of 1976.\(^{126}\) Under the Civil Rights Attorney Fees Award Act, otherwise known as 42 U.S.C. § 1988, a “court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party, other than the United States, a reasonable attorney’s fee as part of the costs.”\(^{127}\) The justification for this divergence from the traditional American system is based on policy concerns prioritizing the assurance of adequate “access to the judicial process for persons with civil rights grievances.”\(^{128}\) In an effort to expand recourse to the law for all citizens who have suffered a violation of their civil rights, this exception to the American rule encourages meritorious lawsuits by eliminating both the expense of legal counsel and the chilling effect of attorney fees among potential plaintiffs.\(^{129}\)


The first issue to address in determining appropriate attorney fees is who can actually demand such costs. Under 42 U.S.C. § 1988, reasonable attorney fees are awarded to the “prevailing party” of civil rights litigation. This category explic-
itly excludes the United States but allows plaintiffs, and in some cases defendants, to retain reasonable attorney fees when they succeed in litigation. Unless the parties have explicitly agreed to an alternate payment system, in cases where a settlement is reached, courts have ruled that a plaintiff is automatically deemed the prevailing party. However, prevailing defendants in civil rights actions are not always guaranteed attorney fees, even if they prevail in an action brought against them. Unlike plaintiff’s attorneys, who are entitled to attorney fees unless the unique circumstances of the case would render such fees unjust, defendants are entitled to attorney fees only where the plaintiff’s underlying claim is frivolous, unreasonable, or groundless.

c. Reasonable Attorney Fees

In regards to the calculation of “reasonable” attorney fees, great discretion is granted to the district court in its determination of fees, which is only subject to review for abuse of judicial discretion. Judges may award whatever reasonable fees they deem necessary, but are free to limit compensation or grant it sparingly if they find the fee claims exorbitant or the time allegedly devoted to the litigation unreasonably high. A reasonable fee is described as one “sufficient to induce a capable attorney to undertake the representation of a meritorious civil rights case,” but not one that simply acts as a “form of economic relief to improve the financial lot of attorneys.”

130. See Davis v. Jackson, 776 F. Supp. 2d 1314, 1317 (M.D. Fla. 2011) (“Court[s] [must] resist the . . . temptation to engage in post hoc reasoning by concluding that, because a plaintiff did not ultimately prevail, his action must have been unreasonable or without foundation.”) (citation omitted); Maher v. Gagne, 448 U.S. 122, 129 (1980); 42 U.S.C.A. § 1988 (West 2000).
131. See Allen v. City of Los Angeles, 66 F.3d 1052, 1058 (9th Cir. 1995).
133. Id.
134. Northington v. Marin, 102 F.3d 1564, 1570 (10th Cir. 1996); see Muscare v. Quinn, 614 F.2d 577, 579-80 (7th Cir. 1980).
135. Gagne, 448 U.S. at 129.
Currently, the Supreme Court uses the two-step lodestar method in calculating attorney fees. First, the court will multiply the reported hours an attorney has worked by the court-determined hourly rate to generate the “lodestar amount.” Second, the court will adjust the lodestar amount based on any special circumstances of the case at bar. The determination of a reasonable hourly rate is often based on the prevailing market rate for an attorney of similar skill and experience within the relevant legal community, which is generally the forum in which the court sits. However, the Supreme Court has also authorized additional factors to consider in the determination of a reasonable hourly rate. The twelve factors that were developed in *Johnson v. Georgia Highway Express, Inc.* have been approved by both Congress and the Supreme Court and are as follows:

1. the time and labor required to litigate the suit;
2. the novelty and difficulty of the questions presented by the lawsuit;
3. the skill required [to] properly . . . perform the legal service;
4. the preclusion of other employment opportunities for the attorney due to the attorney’s acceptance of the case;
5. the customary fee for such services;
6. whether the fee is fixed or contingent;
7. time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances;
8. the amount in controversy involved and the results obtained;
9. the experience, reputation, and ability of the attorney;
10. the “undesirability” of the case;
11. the nature and length of the attorney’s profes-

---


sional relationship with the client; and (12) awards in similar cases.143

As to the second prong of the lodestar calculation, in 2010, the Supreme Court greatly reduced the possibility for adjustments to the reasonable fee, permitting such post-lodestar changes only in “extraordinary circumstances.”144 In Perdue v. Kenny, the Court held that while the lodestar method was “never intended to be conclusive in all circumstances . . . there [remains] a strong presumption that the lodestar figure is reasonable.”145 This presumption is almost universally upheld in actions arguing for a reduction of the lodestar amounts.146 Similarly, upward adjustments occur rarely and only when payment of fees has been exceptionally delayed or where the attorney’s work has been outstanding in the face of expensive and protracted litigation.147 Therefore, it is the twelve Johnson factors that weigh most heavily in the final determination of reasonable attorney fees.148

143. See Daly v. Hill, 790 F.2d 1071, 1075 (4th Cir. 1986); Trimper v. City of Norfolk, 58 F.3d 68, 73 (1995); see also Johnson v. Georgia Highway Express, Inc., 488 F.2d 714, 717–20 (5th Cir. 1974). The twelve factors are commonly referred to as the Johnson factors due to their development in Johnson v. Georgia Highway Express, Inc. Hill, 790 F.2d at 1077. Although in the Perdue dictum, the Supreme Court criticized the use of the Johnson factors, the Court ruled specifically on the strong presumption of reasonableness developed in determining the initial lodestar reasonable rate and “did not expressly state that a court should not use the Johnson factors to determine [this initial] lodestar figure.” Hudson v. Pittsylvania County, No. 4:11CV00043, 2013 WL 4520023, at *2–3 (W.D. Va. Aug. 26, 2013). Furthermore, after Perdue, federal courts have continued to utilize the Johnson factors in developing an initial reasonable fee under the lodestar method. See, e.g., id.; Jackson v. Estelle’s Place, LLC, 391 F. App’x. 239, 243 (4th Cir. 2010); McClain v. Lufkin Indus., Inc., 649 F.3d 374, 380–81 (5th Cir. 2011); Trustees of Local 531 Pension Fund v. Flexwrap Corp., 818 F. Supp. 2d 585, 590–91 (E.D.N.Y. 2011).


146. See Magratten et al., supra note 140.

147. See id.

148. See Denniston, supra note 144.
d. Problems with the Current Attorney Fee-Shifting Rule

Although providing legal recourse to the poor and most vulnerable populations is a justifiable pursuit, the Civil Rights Attorney Fees Award Act of 1976 has led to growing problems for municipalities and their taxpayers within the United States.\textsuperscript{149} The most basic of these issues is the granting of huge attorney fees in conjunction with modest jury awards to plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{150} Litigation is a costly endeavor and can often drag on for years at a time.\textsuperscript{151} Attorney fees for civil rights cases vary, but often range from US$200 to US$500 per hour.\textsuperscript{152} These high hourly rates, combined with the heavy presumption against post-lodestar adjustments, make the initiation and protraction of litigation more appealing than securing justice for one’s client. Dragging litigation on for years with extensive statistical analysis, expert research, broad discovery, and numerous attorneys\textsuperscript{153} assigned to a case can lead to vastly disproportionate awards of attorney fees when compared to plaintiff awards.\textsuperscript{154} Additionally, plaintiff’s attorneys are also often awarded the same “reasonable fees” in cases where the parties reach an agreeable settle-

\begin{itemize}
\item[150.] See City of Riverside v. Rivera, 477 U.S. 561, 574 (1986); see also Max McCann, \textit{Police Misconduct Litigation: Keeping an Open Mind}, \textsc{Overlawyered} (Sep. 23, 2013), http://overlawyered.com/police-abuse-litigation-incentives-keeping-open-mind/.
\item[154.] See, e.g., Macfarlane, supra note 149 (focusing on \textit{Daniels v. City of New York}, where, after a settlement between the parties, plaintiffs’ counsels were awarded over US$3.5 million in fees and costs while the ten named plaintiffs received only US$167,000).
\end{itemize}
ment,\textsuperscript{155} which further encourages amassing clientele rather than diligent lawyering. The combination of high hourly rates, less merit-based awards, and a relaxed standard of “prevailing parties” for plaintiffs, has created a genuine market of civil rights litigation.\textsuperscript{156} However, although problems with fee shifting must be acknowledged, the practice has ultimately proved a crucial tool in providing indigent claimants access to legal remedy for violations of their civil rights.\textsuperscript{157}

III. APPLICATION TO CHINESE LABOR LAW

\textit{a. Fee Shifting}

Despite the problems that the United States has faced in its use of fee-shifting statutes, it is exactly this type of litigation scheme that Chinese workers desperately need to gain access to their employment rights.\textsuperscript{158} The current crisis facing Chinese laborers, specifically dispatch laborers, is not a lack of statutory authority mandating specific employment practices, but rather a complete lack of knowledge and government enforcement of these rights. However, the implementation of an attorney-fee shifting program, similar to the United States’ Civil Rights Attorney Fee Act of 1976, can create an appealing market for employment rights cases in China that will incentivize attorneys to actively seek out laborers in need of assistance. Through the use of attorney fees as a supplementary financial incentive, China can modify ordinary market conditions surrounding LCL violation litigation and make it profitable to

\textsuperscript{155} See Prison Legal News v. Schwarzenegger, 608 F.3d 446, 451 (9th Cir. 2010); Fed. R. Civ. P. 68; Marek v. Chesny, 473 U.S. 1, 9–11 (1985) (noting that in the context of Section 1983 civil rights actions, settlement offers made pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 68 include attorney fees within its definition of costs).

\textsuperscript{156} “In estimating the significance of any rise in civil suits against police officers, it’s worth keeping in mind that this is not just the pursuit of social justice. It’s an industry.” See McCann, supra note 150.

\textsuperscript{157} See Md. Access to Justice Comm’n, Fee-Shifting to Promote the Public Interest in Maryland, 42 U. Balt. L.F. 38, 47–50 (2011).

\textsuperscript{158} See id. The Maryland Access to Justice Commission argues that the use of attorney fee shifting within the realm of U.S. civil rights cases has generated a beneficial market shaped around enhanced financial incentives for attorneys. Id.
connect individuals whose rights have been violated with groups who can adequately fight for their compensation.\textsuperscript{159} 

China has already successfully tested the use of attorney fee shifting in other legal forums.\textsuperscript{160} In 1993, China began allowing prevailing parties under the Law Against Unfair Competition to seek out reasonable expenses associated with the investigation and litigation of their claims.\textsuperscript{161} Similarly, in 2002, China’s Supreme People’s Court specifically acknowledged the use of attorney fee shifting in cases of trademark infringement and other actions of copyright litigation.\textsuperscript{162} Additionally, despite a lack of statutory authorization, some Chinese courts have even implemented a fee-shifting approach on an ad hoc basis for successful plaintiffs in consumer and personal injury cases.\textsuperscript{163} Fee shifting in these areas can arguably suggest a rising dissatisfaction with the current payment system, in which each party pays their own attorney fees and many successful plaintiffs lose large portions of their awards to attorney commissions. Therefore implementation of this type of fee-shifting system would not be completely unprecedented, and would likely be well received by both laborers and plaintiff counselors.

Currently, Chinese labor attorneys have few incentives to represent poor workers in employment rights cases. Migrant workers and dispatch workers on average earn only 1290 RMB per year, while the average commission for attorneys can range from 500 to 5000 RMB.\textsuperscript{164} This enormous investment in legal counsel greatly discourages employees from bringing small claims in the first place, and the small awards for unpaid wages or overtime rarely cover the attorney commissions.\textsuperscript{165} For the claims pursued, cultural biases often lead Chinese law firms to avoid representing migrant workers, in particular, because they fear successful claimants will refuse to share any damage

\textsuperscript{159} Id. at 38–39.
\textsuperscript{161} See id.
\textsuperscript{162} See id.
\textsuperscript{163} See id.
\textsuperscript{164} See Liang, supra note 9.
\textsuperscript{165} See id.
award granted. Therefore, due to the small payout and possibility of lack of payment, Chinese law firms lack the financial incentive to seek out and diligently assist workers litigate LCL claims.

However, through the use of a modified attorney fee-shifting program, China can incentivize attorneys to find and accept employee rights cases, as well as litigate them to the best of their abilities. By adopting the American system of “reasonable hourly rates,” utilizing the twelve Johnson factors to determine reasonableness, and adopting the relaxed standard of “prevailing party,” the financial incentive to represent employee rights claims would dramatically increase. Similar to the plaintiff’s attorneys in civil rights cases throughout the United States, the huge potential payout for attorneys would make litigating even minor employment rights claims extremely appealing. Therefore, employees who previously lacked the funds necessary to obtain legal counsel would have access at no personal cost.

However, the vast benefits of attorney fee shifting should not overshadow the problem of excessive attorney fees in the face of nominal litigant awards. As addressed in Part II(d), the combination of high hourly rates, less merit-based enhancements or reductions, and a relaxed prevailing party standard has led to cases with attorney fees completely disproportionate from the plaintiff’s actual award. To remedy this issue, China must maintain the reasonableness requirements embodied in the Johnson factors, implement statutorily imposed maximum and minimum hourly rates, and place a heavier emphasis on merit-based enhancements and reductions. The use of the Johnson

---

167. See id.
168. E.g., Macfarlane, supra note 149. In the context of American civil rights cases, Macfarlane details the significant financial incentive created for attorneys to litigate cases when attorney fee shifting, reasonable hourly rates, the twelve Johnson factors, and the relaxed standard of prevailing party have been implemented.
169. See McCann, supra note 150 (establishing the significant financial incentives for civil rights attorneys to bring “marginal, not just high-value” cases to court).
170. See Riverside, 477 U.S. at 561; see McCann, supra note 150.
factors, when combined with set maximum and minimum reasonable rates, will greatly temper the degree of attorney-fee liability employers may face in employment rights cases, but the emphasis on merit-based enhancements will balance this slight diminished incentive with a powerful motivation to provide high quality legal representation.

Local government organizations are the best entities to set the appropriate range of attorney fees in determining maximum and minimum hourly rates. Local governments can best balance the strong nationwide desire to provide access to legal remedy for employees with their own liability as an employer, along with the liability of private organizations in their locale. This balance of policy incentives will lead to an equitable range of reasonable rates and will avoid the burdensome expenses seen in some civil rights cases in the United States.

Additionally, the dramatic limitations on American post-lodestar adjustments should not be implemented in China’s attorney fee-shifting legislation. With the limits on reasonable attorney fees in place, lawyers will still hold a strong financial incentive to accept and litigate employment rights cases, but lack an incentive to provide effective and efficient lawyering.

171. China is divided into twenty-two provinces, five “autonomous” regions, and four municipalities that are directly controlled by the Chinese central government. The provincial governments, the people’s governments of the autonomous regions, and the municipal governments under the Central Government, which exercise authority over these geographic sectors of China, are responsible for the implementation of local laws and regulations. China’s Political System: The Local Administrative System, CHINA.ORG, http://www.china.org.cn/english/Political/28842.htm (last visited Apr. 20, 2014). It is this level of government that would be best suited to address necessary limitations on judicial discretion in determining appropriate attorney fees.

172. See, e.g., David D. Dudley & Frances Reynolds Colbert, Determining Reasonable Attorney Fees, 85 Wis. LAW. 10 (2012), available at http://www.wisbar.org/newspublications/wisconsinlawyer/pages/article.aspx?Volume=85&Issue=10&ArticleID=10217. In response to cases involving violations of consumer protection laws in which attorney fees far exceeded the awarded compensatory damages, Wisconsin enacted statute 814.045, which limits reasonable attorney fees to a maximum of three times the amount of compensatory damages awarded. This set limit is overcome only in rare circumstances where the court determines greater amounts are reasonable. Id.
Since a majority of cases in all actions result in settlement,\(^{173}\) any system that refuses to award attorney fees in settled cases will eliminate the incentive for attorneys to work. Therefore, a better approach toward increasing the quality of advocacy provided to Chinese laborers is to give courts greater discretion in determining both reductions and enhancements to the final lodestar award. Rather than adopt the “extraordinary circumstances” requirement of *Perdue*,\(^ {174}\) China should craft local legislation that can incentivize good lawyering without leading to ridiculous discrepancies between plaintiff awards and attorney fees. The appropriate factors to determine post-lodestar adjustments, as well as the limitations on such adjustments, are again best suited for local Chinese governing bodies who can properly balance the need for enforcement in employee rights claims with the resulting economic and municipal liability concerns associated with such reforms. Furthermore, these organizations are best suited to quickly realize if the increased judicial discretion in awarding post-lodestar fee enhancements needs further limitation to achieve its purpose of creating a financial incentive for attorneys, without granting excessive and undeserved fee awards.

**b. Enhanced Notification**

The modified fee-shifting system proposed above will provide a necessary tool for Chinese laborers to access their employment rights under the Labor Contract Law of 2008 and the subsequent amendments. However, despite the strong financial motivation this new market of LCL claims will provide for attorneys, the system will not succeed without employees actually understanding their labor and employment rights.

A majority of Chinese workers learn of their employment rights through conventional media sources, such as television or the Internet. However, older, poorer, and less educated workers have extremely limited access to these resources.\(^ {175}\) The resulting effect is that the most vulnerable populations of

---


workers, migrant and dispatch laborers, are the least likely to obtain reliable information concerning their rights as workers. Therefore, to compliment the fee-shifting model and secure knowledge of employment rights, additional regulations mandating notification of LCL rights in the workplace must be implemented. As seen in many federal and state statutes in the United States, poster notifications are used to ensure workers obtain knowledge of some of their most basic rights. For example, under 29 C.F.R. § 1903.2, employers in the United States are required to display posters developed by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration. The posters are required to be placed in “a conspicuous place where workers can see it” and specifically inform workers of their rights under the Occupational Safety and Health Act. Similarly, under New York Labor Law § 661, New York State employers are required to post displays informing workers of the current New York State minimum wage, overtime rates, and other wage requirements in multiple languages.

China should adopt a similar poster-requirement system that notifies workers of basic, fundamental employment rights, such as the requirements of fixed and open-ended contracts, overtime pay, and severance pay. The poster requirement must mandate placement in a conspicuous location where it can easily be seen by workers and should be written in both Simplified and Traditional Chinese characters to ensure that a majority of workers have notice of their employment rights. While em-

176. See id. at 8.
179. Id.
180. N.Y. LAB. LAW § 661 (McKinney 2010).
ployers may not actively comply with these regulations, as seen with those regulations currently in place, the new market for labor attorneys will have lawyers actively seeking out these easily identifiable and provable violations of the LCL.

CONCLUSION

Despite the implementation of the Labor Law of 1995, the Labor Contract Law of 2008, and the 2013 Amendments to the Labor Contract Law, Chinese workers still lack adequate access to their employment rights. While these regulations seem to reflect a nationwide policy in favor of employee rights, a solution to the enforcement problem will not be found in procuring more restrictive employment regulations. Rather, through the use of a modified attorney fee-shifting system and a poster notification requirement, China can provide workers with the means to access these statutory rights. By using the American fee-shifting system in civil rights cases as a model, including adjustments to limit unreasonable costs, China can incentivize attorneys to seek out employee-rights cases and provide legal representation at no charge. Furthermore, by utilizing a poster notification system of employment rights, China can combat the confusion among workers concerning their statutory rights and fuel the employee rights litigation market. With these minor legislative adjustments, China can complement its already progressive employment regulations with the means for workers to access their legal rights.
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“TWO HOUSEHOLDS, BOTH ALIKE IN DIGNITY”: THE INTERNATIONAL FEUD BETWEEN ADMIRALTY AND BANKRUPTCY

Two households, both alike in dignity,
In fair Verona, where we lay our scene,
From ancient grudge break to new mutiny,
Where civil blood makes civil hands unclean.
From forth the fatal loins of these two foes
A pair of star-cross’d lovers take their life;
Whose misadventured piteous overthrows
Do with their death bury their parents’ strife.
The fearful passage of their death-mark’d love,
And the continuance of their parents’ rage,
Which, but their children’s end, nought could remove,
Is now the two hours’ traffic of our stage;
The which if you with patient ears attend,
What here shall miss, our toil shall strive to mend.¹

INTRODUCTION

In 2012, the Japanese shipping firm Sanko Steamship Co. (“Sanko”) unilaterally refused to make lease payments on certain of its commercial shipping vessels.² After Sanko stopped making its payments, multiple creditors, including the Liberian navigation firm Evridiki Navigation, Inc. (“Evridiki”), proceeded quasi in rem³ against the M/V Sanko Mineral (“the Mineral”) and attached the vessel while it was in port at Baltimore, Maryland.⁴ Sanko refused to post a bond, which would have released the Mineral, out of concern that such action would affect its private resolution process with its chief creditors.⁵ The vessel, however, still contained cargo for which Sanko’s customers had already paid.⁶ Several of these customers, some incorporated abroad and others in the United States,